
We hosted a cooking workshop at Global Cooperation House in London on
Saturday the 25th of November 2023. With about 80 attendees at the venue

and 32 online. The Theme was “Cooking with Compassion”, which was
demonstrated by all speakers and cooks.

 



Cooking with compassion 

Guilda who was the main chef
showcased 3 recipes Baba
Ganoush(Dip), Tabouleh Salad
and Energy Balls. The audience
were amazed by the quick and
easy method of creating these
tasty dishes. 

Guilda 
Bhanuben showed how to make
the Easy Seeded Crackers which
can go with any dip. Rolling it and
creating various shapes of
crackers. She shared the many
options of flour and seeds that can
be used to make these crackers. 

Bhanuben

There was a beautiful display in the front of the hall which showcased
some of the ingredients used in the recipes that were being cooked for
the show. We also had a display of recipe books that are carried in the

shop. 



Activity

The host of the show was
Paramjit who brought life to the
show sharing his love for food. 

Host

Biru and Rithwick had  curated a
quiz getting the audience to
participate and tested their
knowledge on some unique
ingredients. 

Quiz

Guilda invited two volunteers to
help make the final recipe. The
energy balls. 
 



Talks

Ami spoke about her experience in passion
and compassion for cooking. Stating how we
need to be conscious of what we are
thinking whilst we are cooking and tips on
putting the right values into the food as “we
are what we eat”. She also explained on  how
food is affected by high and low vibrations.

Jayminiben, spoke about the importance of
offering food to the divine and how this
changes the quality of the food we are
consuming.  How we can make our food we
cook and eat sacred.

Sudeshdidi had come into to observe and we took
the opportunity to share with audience on her take
on the topic. She explained how the walls also
absorb vibrations which go into our food where it is
stored, so it is important to purify the food from
these vibrations with our thoughts and by
connecting to the divine. She mentioned how our
water also needs to be cleansed to bring
sweetness in our words. 

There was a 15 minute Q & A session which
included questions on why we should not eat  
Garlic and Onions. Guilda shared information
on how it is vital to reduce consuming
inflammatory foods and its effects on health.   



Cooking with compassion 

Gift and Blessings Tasters

We ended the session with a minute of Silence and Sudeshdidi together
with Jayminiben offering the tasters for the food that was cooked in the

session, a gift, recipe card and blessing for each one. The audience were
then guided to the shop for an opportunity to get the signed copy of The

Veganeast cook book by Guilda. 



The recipes


